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A 450-employee, nonprofit health services research 
organization that creates and implements solutions 

to advance health among vulnerable and 
publicly insured populations.
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Altarum



With support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation: 

 We provide FREE resources to help advocates and others work on 
healthcare value issues.  

 The Healthcare Value Hub reviews evidence to identify the policies and 
practices that work best.

 We support and connect consumer advocates across the U.S., providing 
comprehensive fact-based information to help them advocate for change, 
and connect them to researchers and other resources.  

What is the Healthcare Value Hub? 
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Improved population 
health:
• Health behaviors 
• Conditions and diseases 
• Overall health and wellbeing
• Equity

Sustainable healthcare 
spending:

• Total out of pocket 
• Private HI spending 
•Health Service Area 

Spending
• Medicare spending 

VALUE

Key HPIO Dashboard Concepts:



A health system that 
allocates resources fairly and wisely, and 

delivers care that is 
equitable, effective, affordable and patient-centered.

What is healthcare value? 
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Coverage and Healthcare Value are 
Intertwined

 Coverage is the top factor in improving access to 
care, coordination of care and quality outcomes.

 Better healthcare value is essential to sustaining 
coverage gains. 

 Reforms designed to produce better healthcare 
value (provider payment reform, etc.) rely on a 
population with coverage. 

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub
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See also: KFF Health 
Tracking Poll (November 
2018) and Gallup 
(November 2, 2018)
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How DO we transform our 
health system to 
be: accessible, affordable, 
patient-centric and to 
deliver uniformly high 
quality to all?



Because more than one problem 
detracts from value, we must deploy 
an array of reforms.

Our evidence base is quite good with 
respect the solutions to address 
specific types of harm.



HPIO: 9 strategies that work 
to improve health value

Copyright © 2019 Health Policy Institute of Ohio. All rights reserved.



 1. State 
Accountability for 
Healthcare Value 



Assuming responsibility for a 

fair, efficient healthcare 

delivery system on behalf of all

state residents.   

State Accountability for Healthcare

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



 States are close to the unique, local market conditions that give rise to 
high prices, waste and “entrepreneurial spirit.” 

 Inter-connectedness of the health system means a comprehensive view 
needed. 

 The only stakeholder with the incentive to broadly consider the entire 
health system, from social determinants to provider workforce. 

 When health system works well, helps all payers – relief for state 
budgets. 

 Consumers, employers and even providers want states to play this role 
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Why Make States Accountable? 
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Ohio: Office of Health Transformation (for a time)

Colorado: Office of Saving People Money in Healthcare

Connecticut/Vermont: Office of the Healthcare Advocate
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Oversight Entity Examples
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 2. Address Social 
Determinants of 
Health 
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Modifiable factors influencing health outcomes

80%
• Social and Economic 

Factors (40%)
• Health Behaviors (30%)
• Built Environment (10%)

Used with permission from Hennepin Health; Adapted from <http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/our-approach>

20%
• Access to and Quality of 

Health Care
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Addressing Personal and Social Determinants 
of Health

 Assess community needs and capacity to address needs
 Improve data collection to track disparities and support 

targeted interventions
 Place-based, Accountable Health Structures, plus variations
 Environmental nudges 
 Social-medical models of care 

 Address financing silos 

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



 Strong evidence with respect 
to outcomes and possible 
savings when addressing 
complex patients
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Social-Medical Care Teams



Example: Lead Remediation for a Single Year Birth Cohort (U.S.)

23Data from: Health Impact Project, Pew Charitable Trusts, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. (2017). 10 Policies to Prevent and 
Respond to Childhood Lead Exposure. Health Impact Project. 



 3. Get Utilization 
Right





GETTING UTILIZATION RIGHT: STRATEGIES
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Patient Shared 
Decision-Making 

should be the 

STANDARD 
OF CARE

Non-Financial 
Provider 

Incentives

ALSO 
POWERFUL

Provider 
Payment 
Reform

GET 
INCENTIVES 

RIGHT

Insurance 
Benefit Design 

but

KEEP IT 
SIMPLE



 4. Address High Unit 
Prices



 Peer comparisons

 Price Transparency

Reference pricing

Slide 28

When provider and/or product 
competition exists:

4/14/2019
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 Instrumental to keeping consumers safe by allowing them to 
judge affordability and plan for the expense of needed 
healthcare services.

 Allows policymakers/regulators to address unwarranted 
price variation.

 Incentivizes high-cost providers to align more closely with 
industry rates (via peer comparisons or reference pricing).
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Price Transparency: Truths

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



 Price transparency incentivizes consumers 
to compare services and shop for the best 
price.

 Consumer-facing price transparency drives 
value in the market place.
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Price Transparency: Myths
does NOT incentivize

does NOT drive



When provider and/or product 
competition DOES NOT exist:
 Global budgets

 Hospital/physician rate setting

 Anti-price gouging legislation

 Antitrust enforcement actions

 Certificate/determination of need

4/14/2019
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 5. Lift Up 
Consumer 
Voices



The Hub is here to 
help
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A layered approach to our free resources

Extensive Evidence Review

Research Brief

Easy Explainer

Glossary

Infographic

Button

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



Proven policies to ensure that the healthcare system works seamlessly 
with public health, social sectors and community members to:

1. address the goals and needs of the people it serves and 

2. advance health equity. 
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Our Policy Roadmap and Toolkit

@HealthValueHub healthcarevaluehub.org/policy-roadmap/

Assess Unmet 
Needs Create 

Integrated 
Systems

Ensure Meaningful 
Access



Your Questions? 
Contact Lynn at Lynn.Quincy@Altarum.org or any member of the Hub 
team with follow-up questions. 

Sign up to be notified about upcoming events, new publications, state 
news or Research Roundup at:
www.healthcarevaluehub.org/contact/stay-connected/

Join our next webinar: 
Consumer-centric Scoring of Healthcare Price and Quality 
Transparency Tools
Friday, April 19, 2019, 2:00-3:00 p.m. ET
HealthcareValueHub.org/events
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